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BUSH-CLINTON-PLAME TIED TO 9/11 FUNDING AND OBSTRUCTION OF JUSTICE RE WANTA-REAGAN-MITTERRAND PROTOCOL

By Tom Heneghan

It can now be reported that forces tied to the Bush-Clinton Crime Family Syndicate are now forestalling and blocking the re-implementation of the Wanta-Reagan-Mitterrand Protocol funds back to the U.S. Treasury.

The financial TREASON team is headed by Khazarian Jew and former Federal Reserve Chairman Alan Greenspan.

Other team members include Bushfraud’s U.S. Treasury Secretary Henry Paulson, current ALLEGED Democratic Speaker of the House Nancy Pelosi, and two Clinton Administration cabinet officials former Secretary of Commerce Mickey Kantor and former Secretary of Health and Human Services and current president of the University of Miami Donna Shalala Shalala and Kantor, along with Israeli MOSSAD agent and Hollywood mogul Haim Saban remain bagmen for unelectable CLOSET lesbian PRO IRAQ WAR Hillary Rodenhurst Clinton.

Reference: The Wanta funds are currently, illegally parked at CitiBank in New York City as current Federal Reserve Chairman Bernard Bernanke continues to use these U.S. Treasury funds to disguise the un-collateralized Bank of America-Bush-Clinton derivatives.

The Bank of America derivatives represent direct theft of U.S. Treasury funds by the Bush-Clinton Crime Syndicate linked to a Bush-Clinton illegal takeover of a CIA Wanta-created proprietary account named Aneko Credit, i.e. the Aneko Asian Europa Development Corporation.

Now it gets worse!

We can now report that ANEKO Credit was used by the Bush-Clinton Crime Syndicate to create a worldwide arms trafficking highway tied to weapons of mass destruction (WMDs) and other pre-9/11 financials that helped fund the 9/11 black op.
Aneko Credit was also used to finance and support the Bush-Clinton “TRUE COLORS” assassination teams that are tied to the assassinations of former CIA Director William Colby and John F. Kennedy Jr.

Note: It is important to remember that John F. Kennedy Jr. was assassinated just before he could publish the “TRUE COLORS” manuscript in his George magazine.

And remember folks, John F. Kennedy Jr., who intended to run for the New York U.S. Senate seat, was assassinated within days of having lunch with unelectable CLOSET lesbian PRO IRAQ WAR Hillary Rodenhurst Clinton.

Now it gets a lot worse!

WE CAN NOW REPORT THAT THE COMMAND AND CONTROL OF THE “TRUE COLORS” ASSASSINATION TEAMS IS ALLEGED DEMOCRATIC PARTY HEROINE VALERIE PLAME!

Traitor Plame is nothing more than a blackmailer. It is true folks that Valerie Plame’s group gathered information linking the Bush Administration, Italian Intelligence, British MI6 and the Dubai UAE-MOSSAD intelligence nest to pre-9/11 complicity.

It is also true that the Valerie Plame group discovered the plot to import and plant WMDs in Iraq before the Iraq War using the UAE and Turkey as the conduits, however, Plame’s Brewster-Jennings group and major elements of the compromised Democratic Party have just used this material evidence as blackmail, i.e. the use and control of the Wanta-Reagan-Mitterrand protocol U.S. Treasury funds.

Now let us examine Valerie Plame’s background:

Plame operated for U.S. Special Forces during the Clinton Administration’s Bosnian War in the 1990s. Plame had command and control over assassination teams that targeted Serbian Christian forces opposed to the Islamic Mujahideen-Osama bin Laden financed freedom fighters.

Plame also helped procure Yugoslavian banking codes that helped steal billions of dollars from ex-President of Serbia Milosivehic. Most of these funds wound up in Bank of America derivatives and the previously mentioned Bush-Clinton-Asian Europa Development fund.
It was former CIA Director William Colby who discovered this TREASON and was then assassinated by the Bush-Clinton-Valerie Plame-Gary Best “TRUE COLORS” murder incorporated private mercenary killing group.

Reference: Gary Best, a Blackwater associate mercenary, has been tied to 9/11 Gulfstream Airlines and the attempted assassination of a New Zealand Special Forces soldier nicknamed “Lambchop”. Lampchop knew too much about the link to the Osama bin Laden-Bosnian Islamic Mujahideen, rogue U.S. Military, Israeli MOSSAD and Russian FSB.

It was then Vice President Albert Gore Jr., now duly elected, non-inaugurated President Albert Gore Jr., that along with former Russian Federation Prime Minister Viktor S. Chernomyrdin, that tried unsuccessfully to bring an end to this Bush-Clinton “TRUE COLORS” group.

Gore and Chernomyrdin had discovered the Bush-Clinton-Benjamin Netanyahu-Boris Yeltsin tie in to the Valerie Plame Brewster-Jennings assassination teams.

In fact, then Vice President Albert Gore Jr. presented this material to the House Impeachment managers investigating the charges against then President Bill Clinton.

This was covered up and put in the National Archives under seal by then Speaker of the House Newt Gingrich and former Republican of Tennessee, now presidential candidate, homosexual IN-THE-CLOSET Fred Thompson.

How dare you, you conspiratorial tyrants and kings and notable queens!

Isn’t it interesting that CLOSET homosexual Thompson at one time was actually a lobbyist for Valerie Plame’s Brewster-Jennings group.

Thompson says we all need to pray. That is right folks, we need to pray that someone duct tapes and handcuffs Thompson and that Freddie boy turns over his medical records.

Note: Neither unelectable CLOSET lesbian PRO IRAQ WAR Hillary Rodenhurst Clinton or homosexual IN-THE-CLOSET Valerie Plame lobbyist Fred Thompson will turn over their medical records.

P.S. Why is Valerie Plame going on the MOSSAD-controlled 60 Minutes program tomorrow night?

Remember Mike Wallace and former CBS 60 Minutes creator and executive producer Don Hewitt are controlled by Israeli Intelligence.
So, do you think Redstone and Viacom are using Valerie Plame as a collection agent in the matter of the Wanta-Reagan-Mitterrand protocols?

Stay tuned.

Maybe the new president of the European Union, Dunblane pedophile and PRO IRAQ WAR puppet Tony Blair can answer that question.

Bush: ...Thanks for the sweater - it's awfully thoughtful of you.
Blair: It's a pleasure.

And if Blair can’t answer the question maybe middleman and “TRUE COLORS” consultant and Iraq war advertising agent Colin Powell can.

Could it be that both Blair and Powell and Mike Wallace of CBS 60 Minutes have Asian-Europa Development ATM cards?

P.P.S. It should also be reported that during the time that then Vice President Albert Gore Jr. met with Russian Prime Minister Viktor Chernomyrdin concerning the Boris Yeltsin link to the Bush-Clinton-Valerie Plame assassination teams, both Ted Koppel and homosexual IN-THE-CLOSET Mark Halperin of ABC News were part of a Rahm Emanuel MEGA MOSSAD espionage group that was conducting spying and 24-hour surveillance against the then Vice President of the United States Albert Gore Jr.

Command and control was tied directly to then FBI Director Louis Freeh, who himself had ties to Gary Best, rogue Russian KGB and the Israeli MOSSAD.

Freeh, at one time a New York U.S. Attorney, covered up a massive Russian KGB-Osama bin Laden-Afghanistan-British MI6 narcotics case.

Reference: The noted Heroin Pizza case in New York.

P.P.P.S. So when is the U.S. media going to report that then Vice President now duly elected President Albert Gore Jr. was actually running a sting operation with Chernomyrdin?

Both Gore and Chernomyrdin were targeting and investigating the Bush-Clinton-Gary Best TRUE COLORS group, which were also involved in trafficking nuclear material to Iran.

And who was the bagman for this operation in Iran? None other than former Bush Administration neocon Zionist Khazarian Jew scumbag PNAC’s Michael Ledeen.

One final note to the U.S. media elite: If you watched C-Span today the subject was raised to Democrats only about their opinion on the current Democratic Congressional leadership of Nancy Pelosi and Steny Hoyer.
Almost 95% of the callers have NO confidence in the MOSSAD-riddled Pelosi-Hoyer-unelectable CLOSET lesbian Hillary Rodenhurst Clinton Democratic Party.

So again folks, do not believe any CNN polls that show unelectable CLOSET lesbian PRO IRAQ WAR Hillary Rodenhurst Clinton at 51%.

They are bought and paid for by stolen U.S. Treasury funds.

The truth is Hillary is now at 22% nationally and 11% in Iowa.

So, as of this morning, duly elected President Albert Gore Jr. continues to hold an overwhelming lead against any Democratic primary opponent, including unelectable CLOSET lesbian Hillary Rodenhurst Clinton and Barack Hussein Obama.

Message to Republican of Kentucky Mitch McConnell: We hear that Larry Craig has those pictures of you back when you were in the U.S. Military at those gay bars you patronized.

There is another rumor out there too that you and homosexual IN-THE-CLOSET Fred Thompson both have lifetime membership at the Philadelphia gay nightclub “Shampoo”.

Important final note: None other than Scooter Libby, attorney for Bush-Clinton Crime Syndicate bagmen and fixer, fugitive Marc Rich, was actually working directly with Valerie Plame’s Bush-Clinton TRUE COLORS Bosnian-based assassination teams.

These teams were under disguise and covertly operating with the assistance of Dick Cheney’s Halliburton Corporation.

So it should come as no surprise that Libby wanted Plame “outed” since Plame’s Brewster-Jennings team had their cover unmasked by the work of investigators tied to Sibel Edmonds patriotic FBI group that had intercepted American-Turkish Council cables revealing the truth that Libby and Plame actually had a duality in purpose.

Accordingly, the leak of Valerie Plame’s name was done for the purpose of OBSTRUCTING JUSTICE in the matter of the Sibel Edmond’s FBI team investigation of the American-Turkish Council-9/11-WMDs-illegal Iraq War TREASON scheme.
As of this hour, the NSA continues to directly interfere in the American electoral process. It was 4:31 a.m. PST that CNN network, 202-898-7900, started a propaganda program in which they started promoting unelectable CLOSET lesbian Hillary Rodenhurst Clinton with BOGUS erroneous polls.

This came one minute after unelectable Hillary was bombarded and criticized and basically outed by her own party members on C-Span.

One last question goes out to Lenny Bloom aka Nelson Thall of the Cloak and Dagger website: How much dirty Hollywood money did you get from Hillary’s Zionist stooges, i.e. Haim Saban and Steven Spielberg to betray conduct censorship against Tom Heneghan and Stew Webb in the real matters of the Bush-Clinton Crime Family Syndicate?

Your FBI Division 5 stooge, Eric Jon Phelps has now been directly linked to the FBI Denver, Colorado Bush-Clinton propaganda machine.

So, remember Lenny, what goes around IS going to come around.

This TREASONOUS filth continues at this hour to threaten the family of duly elected, non-inaugurated President Albert Gore Jr. in an attempt to keep Al Gore, awarded the prestigious Nobel Peace Prize, from running for re-election in the year 2008 Presidential Election.

And, of course, when all is said and done, and you turn your TV off, ALBERT GORE JR. REMAINS THE DUTY ELECTED, NON-INAUGURATED, REAL PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES.

TOM HENEGHAN’S EXPLOSIVE INTELLIGENCE BRIEFINGS

International Intelligence Expert, Tom Heneghan, has hundreds of highly credible sources inside American and European Intelligence Agencies and INTERPOL -- reporting what is really going on behind the scenes of the controlled MSM cover up propaganda of on-going massive deceptions and illusions.
*** A REMINDER: Homosexual gays and lesbians who are "IN-THE-CLOSET" are a MAJOR threat to National Security being vulnerable to blackmail and extortion by self-serving, hostile entities against the safety, security, sovereignty and best interests of the American People.

CLARIFICATION:  Patriotic, God-loving, peaceful Jewish People are NOT the same as the WAR-MONGERING ZIONIST KHAZAR JEWS referred to in these intelligence briefings.

READ MORE BREAKING INTELLIGENCE REPORTS AT:
http://blog.myspace.com/tom_heneghan_intel